Watch the fortnightly videos being released as part of our Faith at Home programme.

1. **Collective Worship for Secondary Schools - Climate Emergency (S3E9)**
   
   Our fifteenth #FaithAtHome Collective Worship episode for secondary schools looks at how small actions can make a difference regarding climate justice.

2. **Collective Worship for Primary Schools - Climate Emergency (S3E9)**
   
   Our fifteenth #FaithAtHome Collective Worship episode for secondary schools looks at how small actions can make a difference regarding climate justice.

3. **Collective Worship for Secondary Schools - Poverty (S3E8)**
   
   Our fourteenth #FaithAtHome Collective Worship episode for secondary schools looks at how we can understand poverty better and what can be done to make a difference.

4. **Collective Worship for Primary Schools - Poverty (S3E8)**
   
   Our fourteenth #FaithAtHome Collective Worship episode for primary schools looks at how we can understand poverty better and what can be done to make a difference.

5. **Collective Worship for Secondary Schools - Pentecost (S3E7)**
   
   Our thirteenth #FaithAtHome Collective Worship episode for secondary schools looks at Pentecost, the Christian celebration of the gift of the Holy Spirit celebrated on the Sunday 50 days after Easter.

6. **Collective Worship for Primary Schools - Pentecost (S3E7)**
   
   Our thirteenth #FaithAtHome Collective Worship episode for primary schools looks at Pentecost, the Christian celebration of the gift of the Holy Spirit celebrated on the Sunday 50 days after Easter.

7. **Collective Worship for Primary Schools - Bullying (S3E6)**
   
   Our twelfth #FaithAtHome Collective Worship episode for primary schools focuses on friendships and bullying and the responsibility we all share to look out for one another.
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Our twelfth #FaithAtHome Collective Worship episode for primary schools focuses on friendships and bullying and the responsibility we all share to look out for one another.

Collective Worship for Primary Schools - Diversity & Inclusion (S3E5)

Our eleventh #FaithAtHome Collective Worship episode for primary schools looks at the topic of diversity and inclusion. We are all different and our diversity is our strength, a beautiful expression of who we are and who God is.
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Our eleventh #FaithAtHome Collective Worship episode for secondary schools looks at the topic of diversity and inclusion. We are all different and our diversity is our strength, a beautiful expression of who we are and who God is.
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